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A model for quantitative analysis of microdisk laser emission spectra is presented. Conformal
mapping is used to determine radial and azimuthal eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and cavityQ
corresponding to leaky optical resonances in an optically transparent dielectric disk. The effects of
gain and loss in a microcavity active medium are also included in the model. Our results compare
well with experimental data obtained from an InGaAs/InGaAsP quantum well microdisk laser of
radiusR50.8mm. © 1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~96!02514-5#
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, the possibility of developing semiconduc
microlasers using optical resonances of a dielectric disk
been explored. Semiconductor microdisk1,2 and
microcylinder3 resonant cavities have been studied exp
mentally with measured lasing emission wavelength
l51550 nm,4 l5980 nm,3, andl5620 nm.5 Fig. 1~a! shows
a scanning electron micrograph of a small, optically pump
microdisk laser. The disk has radiusR, thicknessL, and is
supported by an InP post of rhombohedral cross-section.
multiquantum well active region is surrounded by air w
typically 80% optical confinement normal to the plane of t
disk. Position in the disk is specified by natural axial co
dinate,z, radial coordinate,r , and azimuthal angle,u. Fig.
1~b! illustrates this coordinate system. With this symme
optical resonances of an isolated disk are specified by ra
quantum numberN and azimuthal quantum numberM . Fig-
ure 2 shows a scanning electron micrograph of a microd
laser diode, illustrating the more complex geometry of
electrically driven device.

The purpose of this paper is to develop a model for
quasiconfined optical resonances of semiconductor mi
disk lasers. First we describe an analytical model for rad
tive losses and cavityQ for high orderM resonances in large
disks. We then present the results of using conformal m
ping to obtain exact solutions for small optically transpar
disks for which lowM values are important. The effects o
optical gain and loss in the semiconductor medium are t
introduced into the model and our results are compared w
measured spectra of microdisk lasers.

RESONANCES OF AN IDEAL OPTICALLY
TRANSPARENT DIELECTRIC DISK

The design and optimization of a semiconductor mic
disk laser is critically dependent on theQ of optical reso-
nances as well as the spectral and spatial overlap of t
resonances with the active medium. Microdisk lasers ty
cally consist of a quantum well active region that can exh
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optical gain at, for example, a wavelengthl51550 nm. For
such devices disk radius is 0.5mm,R,10mm and thickness
is 0.05mm,L,0.3 mm. Because of high optical confine-
ment due to the air–semiconductor interface, it is appropria
to solve the optical fieldc~r ,u! in the 2-dimensional trans-
verse direction for a medium with effective refractive index
n5neff in thez direction. We begin our analysis by studying
the optical field in an ideal optically transparent dielectri
disk.6 The fact that a semiconductor can also exhibit optica
gain and loss at certain optical frequencies will be consider
later.

For the case of an optically transparent dielectric w
seek solutions to the Helmholtz equation. In this case, th
optical field is separable inr andu so thatc(r ,u)5R(r )ezu

and we may write

r 2
d2

dr2
R~r !1r

d

dr
R~r !1~k2r 22Z2!R~r !50 ~1!

and

d2

du2
Q~u!2Z2Q~u!50, ~2!

wherek5neffv/c andZ is, in general, a complex constant.
Two polarizations may be studied for the TE~TM! resonance
of the slab waveguide. This resonance undergoes a TM~TE!
reflection at the disk’s edge with the magnetic~electric! field
in the ẑ directionHz(r ,u)„Ez(r ,u)… with neff5neff

TE~TM!.
One simplifying approach assumes that optical res

nances may be approximated by ‘‘whispering galler
modes’’~WGMs!. WGMs are obtained via application of the
boundary conditioncin~R,Q!50, wherecin is the optical
field for r<R. In this situation

c in~r ,u!5AM ,NJM~rneffvM ,N /c!eiM u, ~3!

whereJM are Bessel functions of integer orderZ[M50,61,
62,63,... andAM ,N is a normalization constant. The bound-
ary condition results in resonance frequencie
vM ,N5xM

N c/neffR wherexM
N is theNth zero ofJM(r ) and

N51 for WGMs. One may show that the instantaneou

Poynting vector forN51 is of the form
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kM5ku~r !M cos2~Mu2vt !û1kr~r !sin~2Mu2vt ! r̂ .
~4!

This describes optical-ray propagation in theû direction
~clockwise or counterclockwise depending on the sign ofM !
with 2M symmetrical mirror reflections with respect to th

FIG. 1. ~a! Scanning electron micrograph of a small, optically pump
microdisk laser. A 1mm scale is indicated.~b! Coordinate system utilized in
the microdisk calculation.

FIG. 2. Scanning electron micrograph of a electrically pumped microd
laser diode. The device has a radius about 5mm and electrical current is

injected from the top metal contact.
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radial direction. For such a solution, the time average ener
flux is given byS}M û and, consequently, no optical energy
escapes the disk in the radial direction.

A physically more reasonable solution is obtained b
allowing complex eigenvalues,Z5M1 iaR, as solutions to
the Helmholtz equation. This results inc having exponential
decay for the componentcu(Du) 5 e22T (Z)Du with Du
propagation in the azimuthal direction and Bessel-type fun
tions of ‘‘complex order’’ result in finite radial transmission.
For large disks we consider the limit of high-orderM and
N51. In this limit a approaches zero and a WGM model is a
good approximation. For small disks,M is small since the
resonance wavelengths can not be smaller than the act
region emission wavelength in the materia
~xM

N<2pRneff/l!. In this situationa is finite, there is a sig-
nificant radial flux of energy, and physically meaningful so
lutions forc depart considerably from the WGM picture.

For high-orderM andN51 the WGM model is a good
approximation and we assume resonant modes of a mic
disk impinge at the disk’s edge with an off-plane angleh
given by the confinement perpendicular to the disk’s plan
and a glancing anglej(M ). The off-plane angle is assumed
to be very small due to the high confinement of the optica
mode in the disk’s plane. However, we note that after lea
ing the disk’s edge one might expect that the lack of con
finement should result in off-plane emission with a diffrac
tion angle hdif'l/L. According to the above discussion,
WGMs follow a polygonal optical path of lengthLT with
2M sides. Therefore, the glancing anglej(M ) and corre-
sponding total optical path length are related to a WGM o
order M by j(M )5(M21)p/2M and LT(M )
5(2M )2R sin~p/2M !, respectively. Higher-order modes
have greater incidence angle approachingj590° and
LT52pR as M approaches infinity. Snyder and Love7

showed that for wavelengths much smaller than the radius
curvature optical transmission,T~j!, at a curved interface is
related to the polarization dependent Fresnel coefficient f
planar interfaces,TF~j!, via T(j)5uTF(j)uC(j), whereC~j!
is a polarization independent curvature coefficient. For larg
M , or equivalently incidence angle wider than the critica
anglej(M )@jc , TF~j!51 for both polarizations. The Ap-
pendix shows that for a WGM resonance the optical tran
mission approachesTM 5 exp@ 2 (2pRheff /l)(2/3)cosjc

3 #.

Using the WGM boundary conditions we obtainTM
5exp@2(xM,1)(2/3)cosjc

3 # and, therefore, transmission be-

comes only weakly dependent on the effective index throug
jc5arcsin~1/neff! and essentially independent of disk radius
SincexM ,1 increases monotonically withM , the transmission
is smaller for higher order resonances. The energy associa
with a resonanceM is UM(t)5U0e

i (2Mu22vt). Given an azi-
muthal phase velocityv5v/M the time,Dt, for a bounce
occurring in Du52p/2M is Dt5Du/v5p/v. Hence, the
typical optical feedback timeDt;2.5 fs is very short. The
energy reduction with time for a lossless dielectric medium
is thenDUM(t)/Dt52[UM(t)TM](v/p). For largeM , Du/
Dt approaches ]u/]t and the cavity Q defined by
UM(t)5U0e

(2vt/Q) is given byQM5p/TM or

3

d

sk
QM5pe~~2/3!xM ,icos jc!. ~5!
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We should remark that for these large disks the cavityQ
depends explicitly on polarization, disk geometry, and ma
rial throughjc . The critical anglejc is a function ofneff that
depends on polarization, disk thicknessL, and material index
of refraction. The dependence on disk radius is implicit sin
Eq. ~5! is only valid forR@l/neff and alsoM is limited by
xM
N<2pRneff/l asl is constrained to values within the spon
taneous emission line width. Figure 3~a! shows cavityQ cal-
culated as a function of disk thickness,L for a large disk
with R55 mm. The material refractive index isn53.5 and
no dispersion was considered. Results for modes TE w
M550 and TM withM550 andM538 along with the cor-
responding calculated resonance wavelengths are plotte
Fig. 3~a!. The shaded area in the plot represents a typ
In0.53Ga0.47As active region emission wavelength. Thinn
disks have smallerneff and, consequently, larger critica
angle resulting in lowerQ for a given resonanceM . For any
mode, TE polarization has higherQ than TM polarization.

FIG. 3. ~a! Calculated cavityQ and resonance wavelength for TE and TM
modes withM550 andM538 plotted as a function of disk thickness,L. ~b!
Measured polarization resolved spectra for a microdisk laser diode w
In0.53Ga0.47As active region,L50.29mm andR55 mm. Spectrometer reso-
lution is 5 nm and room temperature injection current is 8 mA. Thresh
current is 2 mA.
This is accentuated forL,L0 where L0 is a critical disk
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thickness below which a great reduction inneff
TM occurs.

However, for high-order resonances andL>L0, Q is so high
for both polarizations that polarization independent pro-
cesses mask any polarization selectivity of the cavity. Figur
3~b! shows results from experiments which measure polar
ization of light emitted from microdisk laser diodes with an
In0.53Ga0.47As active region,L50.29 mm and R55 mm.
From Fig. 3~a! L50.29mm andR55mm, modes TE,M550
and TM,M538 have resonance wavelengths that best ove
lap with the active region emission. As expected these mode
result in a peak in the spectra for both polarizations nea
l51.56 mm ~dispersion must be considered for an exac
peak position calculation!. The fact that the TE mode has
twice the intensity of the TM mode is believed to originate
from the polarization dependence of the active region
emission.8

CONFORMAL MAPPING

As mentioned previously, for small disks with higher
losses and/or resonant wavelengths comparable to the di
radius the WGM approach to modeling is inappropriate. As a
first step to a better model for microdisks we adapt a tech
nique used by Heiblum and Harris to calculate loss in curve
optical waveguides.9 In their work, a conformal transforma-
tion u1 iv5 f (r ,u)5R ln[ reiu/R] is applied to the two-
dimensioned Helmholtz equation. Recently, Chinet al. also
applied this technique to calculate resonance wavelengths
microdisk lasers. Unfortunately, Chinet al.10 assumed that
the eigenvalue solutions to the Helmholtz equation are rea
This is just the WGM approximation, which, as discussed
previously, is not valid for the small disks of interest. In our
present work we are mainly concerned with calculating the
cavity losses and spectral position for optical resonances
small microdisk lasers. Using conformal mapping, the prob
lem is transformed into an asymmetric slab waveguide in th
v̂ direction with a varying index of refraction profile
n(u)5neffe

u/R for r<R and n(u)5eu/R for r.R as illus-
trated in Fig. 4. Resonances propagate according t
f (u,v)5U(u)ei (b1 ia). For the microdisk resonatorZ5M
1 iaR gives c(r ,u)5F(r )eiM ue2au in real space and
V(u,v)5H(u)eiM /Rue2au/R in the transformed space. That

ith

ld

FIG. 4. Index of refraction profile for the slab waveguide in the transformed
space (u,n). The reflection points~u0,u1,u2! are shown for a resonance with
MMin<M<MMax .
is, a wave propagating in thev̂ direction with a known
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propagation constantkv5M /R with M integer to guarantee a
stationary solution in theû direction and a propagation loss
a. A stationary solution is one in which the nodes ofc~r ,u!
are a constant in time. In theû direction

d2H~u!

du2
1

v2

c2
n̄2~u!H~u!50, ~6!

where plane waves in each infinitesimal slicedu propagate
in the6û direction through an index of refraction

h̄ ~u!5An2~u!2S cv ~M /R1 ia! D 2. ~7!

These waves change phase bydf5(v/c)h̄(u)du with
propagation in the continuous medium and are reflected
the discontinuities ofh̄(u). Fora!M /R reflections occur at
the roots ofn(u)5(c/v)M /R, u15R ln@(c/v)M /Rneff# for
u,0 andu25R ln[(c/v)M /R] for u.0 and at the physical
interface atu050. Figure 4 shows these reflection points fo
a givenM . Note thatu1 and u2 are metal-type reflections
while u0 is a dielectric-type reflection. A stationary solution
in u will require a round trip phase changeN2p,
N51,2,3,..., betweenu1 and u0. For u1 to exist
M,Mmax52pRneff/l must be satisfied and, hence, th
maximum allowedM is limited sincel is restricted to the
active region emission linewidth. Atu0 the phase change
depends on phase response from the combined dielec
and metal-type reflections that occur atu0, the segmentG,
and u2. Also, it depends on the polarization since, for th
TM ~TE! slab resonances, TE~TM! reflections at the edge,
¹uH(u)[¹uH(u)/e] is continuous. If these reflections are in
phase, then high reflectivity results and a quasiconfined s
tionary resonance exists. The contribution from the virtu
reflection pointu2 is essential for this calculation. Ignoring
u2 and withkn complex any frequencyv may be associated
with a stationary state as long as a finite loss is assumed
other words, neglectingu2 leads to a monotonic functional
dependence between frequency and loss~consequently a
broad spectrumvM ,N~a! for each resonance!. However, the
requirement on round-trip phase and constructive reflect
at theu0–G–u2 mirror combination result in two equations
involving a andv for a givenM andN. A quasiconfined
stationary resonanceM with round-trip phaseN2p has a
center frequencyvM ,N and lossaM ,N . The energy in a given
quasiconfined state is given by

U5U0e
22aM ,NRuei ~2Mu22vM ,Nt !, ~8!

with a time decay given by

U5U0e
2~2vM ,NaM ,NR/M !t. ~9!

ThereforeQM ,N5M /2aM ,NR. We note that whenu2 does
not exist~M,Mmin52pR/l! broad stationary~but not qua-
siconfined! states are allowed since photons leaving the di
only experience a relatively low reflectivity dielectric inter
face in a situation physically analogous to below critic
anglejc incidence. We expect, therefore, sharp spectral lin
with high cavityQ to occur within the broad range of non
quasiconfined spontaneous emission.

Figure 5 shows measured spectra for a microdisk w

R50.8mm andL50.18mm. We assume the medium has a

J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 2, 15 July 1996
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average refractive indexn53.45610.333~\v20.74 eV!.4

Emission peaks atl5,151542 nm andl4,151690 nm are ob-
served in a spontaneous emission background ranging fr
l51300 nm tol51800 nm. To obtain the spectra for thi
structure we fit the calculated effective index dispersio
neff5neff

TE51.49411.427\v. We have neglected TM emis-
sion sinceneff

TM is too small to allow resonances within the
spontaneous emission range. For thisneff and the wavelength
range of interest, we find for quasiconfined optical res
nances thatM is limited to 3,M,13. Figure 6 shows the
calculated spectral lines for this disk where resonances w
Q.0.2 were considered. The cavityQ increases exponen-
tially with M and we observe that it reduces rapidly wit
increasingN. The resonances~5,1! and~4,1! match very well

FIG. 5. Room temperature photoluminescence spectra ofR50.8mm radius
microdisk laser. Light is collected from the top of the disk with a 0.5 nu
merical aperture lens.Pex is the total incident excitation power withl50.85
mm ~Ref. 4!.

FIG. 6. Calculated spectral lines with respective cavityQ for resonances in
theR50.8mm radius microdisk laser of Fig. 5. The broken line represen
n the experimentally observed spontaneous emission.
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the measured resonances shown in Fig. 5 where a comb
tion of higherQ and greater overlap with the spontaneou
emission lead to the dominating resonance atl5,151540 nm.
The highestQ resonance in this range~6,1! is not seen in the
spectra because, in contrast to our optically transparent
electric disk model, the semiconductor disk is strongly a
sorbing at this wavelength.M57,8,9 with higherQ are not
depicted because for these resonancesl,1300 nm. We con-
sider remarkable that the above model, which describes re
nances in an optically transparent medium agrees so w
with the experimental results. Even better agreement is p
sible by including effects due to the presence of the act
semiconductor medium. For example, suppression of re
nance~6,1! will naturally evolve from such an approach.

MODEL FOR GAIN AND LOSS

Any model of microdisk lasers must include the effec
of semiconductor optical gain and loss. Because elect
scattering rates, band gap renormalization, gain bandwid
and inverse photon lifetime can all have a similar ener
scale, it is necessary to consider the impact of each proc
on laser performance. An ultimate objective is the develo
ment of a self-consistent theory that describes the comp
interacting photon–electron system. While significa
progress has been made in this direction,11 at present we
chose an approach that is unencumbered by such additio
complexity.

We start by considering electrons in thermal equilibriu
at temperatureT and distributed according to the Fermi func
tions f c(k) and f v(k) for the conduction and valence band
respectively. Following Chuanget al.,12 the spontaneous
emission rate, or the number of emitted photons per sec
per unit volume per unity energy interval, is given by

Rsp~v!5N~\v!
c

ng
gsp~v!, ~10!

at a photon energy\v, whereN~\v! is the electromagnetic
modal density,gsp~v! is conveniently defined to have the
same dimensions.~1/cm! as gain andc/ng is the group ve-
locity for light in the material. For a bulk semiconducto
spontaneous emission may be written

gsp~v!5
v

ngce0

e2\2

3m0
Ep

3E
0

` k2dk

2p2

1

Ecv
2 ~k!

gkf c~12 f v!

@Ecv~k!2\v#21gk
2 ,

~11!

wheregk is the electron scattering induced linewidth,Ecv(k)
is the energy separation between a conduction band elec
and a valence band hole assumingk-selection rules,
Ep52m0P

2/\2, andP is Kane’s parameter.13 We now cal-
culate optical gaingopt~v! from the spontaneous emissio
spectrum using the expression14

gopt~v!5~eb~\v2Dm!21!gsp~v!, ~12!

whereDm5Eg1mn2mp is the separation between electro
and hole chemical potential,mn and mp , respectively, and

b51/kBT wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant. Carrier induced

648 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 2, 15 July 1996
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band-gap shrinkage is included viaEg5Eg
02zn1/3 where

z52.231025 meV cm andEg
050.75 eV is the unrenormal-

ized room temperature band gap for In0.53Ga0.47As.
15 Clearly

our gain model preserves the simplicity of the density-matri
formulation and satisfies the important thermodynamic re
quirement that the optical transparency energy occurs at t
difference of electron and hole chemical potential,Dm.

The variation in electron scattering with temperature an
carrier density may be illustrated by considering the inelasti
scattering rate, 1/tc(E)52gk/\, for a centralG-valley con-
duction band electron of initial kinetic energyE and wave
vector k. Electrons may scatter inelastically, changing ki-
netic energy by\v and changing momentum byq. Scatter-
ing rates may be calculated within the random phase a
proximation using a method~see, e.g., Ref. 16! that relates
the electron self-energy to the dielectric response of th
semiconductor. Within this formalism, the dielectric re-
sponse function for a conduction band electron is

e~q,v!5e`S 12
vLO
2 2vTO

2

v~v1 ig!2vTO
2 D 1xn~q,v!, ~13!

wheree` is the high frequency dielectric constant,vLO is the
longitudinal optic phonon frequency,vTO is the transverse
optic phonon frequency,g is a collision broadening term,
andxn~q,v! is the contribution fromn conduction band elec-
trons. In this case the inelastic scattering rate, 1/tn , is calcu-
lated using

1

tc
5(

28pe2

\2q2
ImF 1

e~q,v!G@ f ~E2\v!1g~\v!#,

~14!

where the Fermi functionf (E) 5 1/(e(E2mn)/kBT 1 1) and the
Bose functiong(E) 5 1/(eE/kBT 2 1). Figure 7 shows 1/tc for
bulk In0.53Ga0.47As with a carrier densityn5131018 cm23

for the indicated temperatures. At room temperature~T5300
K! and in the energy range of interest~E;50 meV! we find
the scattering rate is relatively energy insensitive with
1/tc;10 ps21. To illustrate the temperature sensitivity of
1/tc , Fig. 8 shows 1/tc for E550 meV andE5150 meV as

FIG. 7. Calculated reciprocal intraband relaxation time 1/tc for bulk
In0.53Ga0.47As with conduction band carrier densityn5131018 cm23 for the
indicated temperatures.
a function of temperature for the indicated values of carrier
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densityn. For n51018 cm23 the overall scattering rate and
its temperature dependence is weak due to electron scree
and the fact that the Fermi energyEF~T50 K!>kBT at the
temperature range of interest.

The preceding refers to electrons interacting with long
tudinal optical phonons and other electrons in the conduct
band. However, there is also a temperature dependent c
tribution to 1/tc from conduction band electrons scatterin
off holes in the valence band that adds a termxv~q,v! to
e~q,v!.17 For T5300 K andE;50 meV, this gives a similar
contribution so that the total scattering rate for conductio
band electrons is 1/tc

total;20 ps21. In addition, there is a
contribution to the total line broadening due to the se
energy of holes in the valence band. Associated with th
self-energy is a lifetimetv

total so that 2gk5\(1/tc
total

11/tv
total). Because the devices of interest operate wi

n>p>1018–1019 cm23 at temperatureT5300 K, we may
approximate 1/gk by a constant electron scattering induce
broadening factor with 1/gk;60 meV at room temperature.
In Fig. 9 we show the calculated optical gain spectrum f
n5131017 cm23 to n5131019 cm23 and using 1/gk;60
meV.

FIG. 8. Calculated reciprocal intraband relaxation time 1/tc in In0.53Ga0.47As
for E550 meV andE5150 meV as a function of temperature for the indi
cated values of conduction band carrier densityn.

FIG. 9. Calculated room temperature~T5300 K! optical gain spectrum in
In0.53Ga0.47As for n5131017 cm23 to n5131019 cm23 with total collision

broadening term 1/gk;60 meV.
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COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND CALCULATION

We introduce gain into our model of the microdisk by
assuming a change in optical intensity

DI ~ t !5gopt~v!GM ,NRDu~ t !, ~15!

to occur in the circular motion of a resonance. Here

GM ,N5~1/R!E
0

R

rF 2~r !drYE
0

R

F2~r !dr ~16!

represents a radial average for the energy maxima position
a given resonance, whereF(r ) is the radial part ofc~r ,u!.
This approach is a good approximation for resonancesN51
with a narrow single intensity maxima near radial positio
GM ,1R close to the disk’s edge. The energy decay in th
cavity is now corrected by

I ~ t !5I ~ t0!e
2@2~vM ,RR/M !~aM ,N2gopt~v!GM ,N!t#, ~17!

where the new quality factor is given by

Q5~M /2aM ,NR!/@12gopt~vM ,N!GM ,I /aM ,NR#. ~18!

Figure 10 shows the calculatedgopt at the wavelengths
corresponding to resonances~4,1!, ~5,1!, and~6,1!. Analysis
of optical resonances based on fixed wavelength gain curv
assumes that no change in resonance wavelength occurs
to changes in refractive index with carrier injection. To
verify this approximation we have estimated the change
index of refraction from the calculated gain spectrum accor
ing to Henryet al.18 Figure 11 shows the calculated chang
in index of refraction forn5531018 cm23 and n5831018

cm23. After including these changes in refractive index w
have recalculated the resonances in the disk and found
significant change~less than 1%!. This agrees with the ob-
served absence of changes in resonance position when th
lasers are pumped under a wide range of carrier concen
tions as shown in Fig. 5. Moreover, it explains the goo
agreement between calculated spectral position for the tra
parent disk and experimental results.

In Fig. 10, following lasing resonance~5,1!, we observe
that atnth5pth56.7831018 cm23 and the threshold gain of
gth5856 cm21 equals the losses in the cavity. The thresho

-

FIG. 10. Calculatedgopt vs injected carrier density at the wavelengths cor
responding to resonances~4,1!, ~5,1!, and~6,1!.
gain for the small disk~R50.8 mm! is obtained fromaM ,N
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and the optical confinement factor for the structure. It is
teresting to consider the behavior of the other two resonan
at this carrier density. Associated with resonances~6,1! and
~4,1! is gopt5215 000 cm21 and gopt5800 cm21, respec-
tively. Resonance~6,1! has photon energyE.Dm and nega-
tive gain, i.e., absorption, causing a dramatic reduction inQ
from Q6,15400 to Q6,153. On the other hand, resonanc
~4,1!, has positive gain since it occurs on the long wav
length side of the lasing emission. The effect of this is
increaseQ from Q4,1512 to Q4,1520. Overall, we expect
resonance~6,1! to be very lossy with an approximately 440
nm-wide spectral line and resonance~4,1! with it’s higher
finesse will have a narrower linewidth of about 84 nm
Qualitatively this explains the suppression of resonance~6,1!
and the presence of the narrow peak for resonance~4,1!.

To calculate the spectrum and the emission power
pendence on pump level, we have to solve the dynamic eq
tions describing device operation. A prerequisite is evalu
ing the total spontaneous emission rate~Rsp

total! and the
spontaneous emission coupling coefficient~g! to resonances.
To avoid confusion we define a mode as the exact solution
the lossless eigenvalue–eigenvector problem and a r
nance as the finite linewidth standing wave of a practi
lossy structure. As a starting point we calculate the to
radiative recombination rate for a given carrier densityn
using

Rsp
total5VE

2`

`

~c/ng!NBB~E!gsp~E!dE, ~19!

whereNBB(E) is the black-body radiation interacting wit
the laser medium. The use of the black-body radiation d
sity of states is only valid if most of the spontaneous em
sion couples into very lossy resonances or free-modes.
obtain a valueRsp

total(n)'9310212 n2~cm23s21!. No other re-
combination processes or leakage factors were include
this calculation so that the value ofRsp

total represents a lower
bound.

Figure 12~a! shows the measuredPout vsPex plot for the
microdisk. This curve can be fit by using the above value
Rsp
total, varyingg, and changing the scale in the axis to fit th

measured plot below and above threshold. The crosse

FIG. 11. Calculated values for the index of refraction forn5531018 cm23

andn5831018 cm23.
Fig. 12~a! show our best fit to the experimental data that
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obtained wheng5,150.045. This reasonably small value jus
tifies our use ofNBB(E), however, we note that for cavities
with significantly higher coupling one should use the densi
of statesN(E) that includes free modes and all resonance

It is somewhat difficult to establish a value forg directly
from a model of the microdisk cavity properties. Chu and H
have shown thatg for cylindrical cross-section ring lasers is
strongly influenced by geometrical properties.19 We also ex-
pect g for microdisk lasers to depend on resonant cavi
properties. To study this problem, in principle one requires
complete, self-consistent description of all resonances. T
includes the calculated two-dimensional resonances~quasi
and nonquasiconfined states! and 3D confined and free-
modes. This knowledge may then be applied to dynam
equations to obtain the relative intensity and linewidth of th
resonances of interest and the spontaneous emission ba
ground. For a simple cavity geometry such as in a conve
tional edge-emitting laser, the modes are all described

FIG. 12. ~a! Measured scattered lasing powerPout to the top of the disk is
plotted against the total insident pump powerPex at the laser wavelength.
The dotted line shows the calculatedPout vs Pex plot after scaling for fitting
the experimental result above and below threshold utilizingg5,150.0027
from the k broadening approach. The crosses show the best fit w
g5,150.045.~b! CalculatedPout vs Pex log plot for resonances~4,1!, ~5,1!,
and ~6,1!.
isresonances with two polarizations and propagation vector
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At
k5~j x̂1kŷ1l ẑ!/V1/3 plus free modes, whereV is the vol-
ume. Conventionally one assumesV1/3@l and defines a con-
tinuousk space with a volumeVk58p3/V per resonance.
Neglecting free modes, a resonance density ofN(\v)
58pneff

3 v2/hc3 is obtained and the contribution from spon
taneous emission into a given Fabry–Perot modevM

FB is
1/@N(\v)VDvM

FB# whereDvM
FB is the separation betwee

two adjacent Fabry–Perot modes.20 Also, it is important to
realize that typically the resonances in such a laser are lo
and, hence, the eigenvalues are complex with a freque
broadeningDv'v/Q. However, for large cavities defined b
mirrors with reflectivity R such that QJ,K,L<24pL/
l ln(R), the resonance broadening is much narrower than
mode separation. In this situation the energy summation o
modes to obtainN(E) is justified. The question of how to
deal with free modes is a more complicated issue since
k-space volume of a free mode depends on boundary co
tions external to the cavity. One approach to resolve t
issue is to assume a black-body distribution for the fr
modes of the laser that are in thermal equilibrium with th
surroundings. If true, one then may evaluate the overlap
tegral between the calculated free-mode solid angle distr
tion and the lossy resonancek directions with associated
broadening,Dk. Here, we assume that the lossy eigenvec
problem results in nonzero linewidth eigenvalues. In t
case a broadening ink caused by the loss results in a broa
ening of the resonance spatial distribution. This spatial in
gral multiplied by the result obtained with energy summati
represents the amount of spontaneous emission that c
actually couple into resonant modes. For a large rectang
cavity this overlap will asymptotically approach unity an
hence, the free-mode correction becomes negligible.

The same approach may be applied to the microdisk
ser. This requires a complete three-dimensional model
free modes and resonances for which part of the free-m
emission out of the disk’s plane does not couple into re
nances. Also, our solution for the two-dimensional proble
involves resonances with higher, resonance-dependent,Q’s
~resonance broadening narrower than resonance interv!,
plus the resonance distribution is not dense enough to a
a continuum approximation. This means that the numbe
modes in a given energy range cannot be obtained by
integral ink space nor can it be obtained by simply counti
modes, since each mode is not equally broadened in
quency. As a first step we propose a normalized Lorentz
distribution for each mode

PM ,N~v!5@vM ,N /pQM ,N#/@~v2vM ,N!2

1~vM ,N /QM ,N!2#, ~20!

that results in a mode count 1 when integrated over the en
spectrum. The total number of resonant modes in the
quency intervalDvM ,N around resonance frequencyvM ,N is
then

N~\v!Dv52(
M ,N

E
vM ,N2DvM ,N/2

vM ,N1DvM ,N/2

)
M ,N

~v!dv, ~21!

where the factor 2 accounts for the degeneracyM56uM u.

For the practical case we are considering, resonances~4,1!,
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~5,1!, and~6,1! all have highQ and linewidth narrower than
their frequency separation, however, all the other resonan
are wider and their contribution is approximately
(DvM ,NQM ,N)/pvM ,N . The free-modes in the plane,M50,
may be treated similarly, as they correspond to a continuu
distribution inv with a line broadening given by the black-
body distribution for the system. This distribution is much
wider than the spontaneous emission, and considering
normalization for mode counting in the frequency domain,
results in a very small contribution. Using this approach w
obtain the fractiong of total spontaneous emission tha
couples into resonances~4,1!, ~5,1!, and ~6,1! is g50.122,
g50.240, andg50.125, respectively. These numbers are un
predictably large because we have not included 3D fr
modes. If we consider that only emission inside a cone wi
incidence angle smaller than the critical angle for a givenneff
will leave the disk, we obtain the maximum 3D free-mod
spatial coupling of 0.93. This correction factor results ing
much higher than obtained by our fitting procedure an
would lead to a thresholdless behavior for the laser. Altern
tively, if one considers an angular broadening given by

Dtgu'Dkp /~neffvM ,N /c!

'~n/neff!DvM ,N /vM ,N

'~n/neff!1/QM ,N , ~22!

wherekp is the planar component of the lossy wave vecto
we obtain what we believe is the minimal contribution from
spontaneous emissiong4,150.0200, g5,150.0027, and
g5,150.0002. The dotted line in Fig. 12~a! shows the calcu-
latedPout vs Pex with these values ofg. In order to obtain a
more accurate value forg several other factors should be
included in the calculation. For instance, photon recirculatio
and light piping through the pedestal are likely to occu
Photon recirculation results from high energy photons th
get reabsorbed before leaving the disk. Because the path
in-plane confined emission is much longer than emissio
within the cone, recirculation is much more relevant for con
fined emission, thereby reducing the value ofg. Light piping
occurs because the critical angle for the interface disk pe
estal is much larger widening the off-plane emission. Aga
this should reduceg. Besides geometrical arguments, carrie
dynamics and fundamental spontaneous emission proces
must be considered. In the first case, carrier diffusion m
exist due to spatial separation of resonance and pumped
tive region given the nature of the WGM profile.3 In the
second case, a complete model of spontaneous emiss
should be able to accurately deal with the limit ofR→0 in
the presence of realistic boundary conditions. We are cu
rently working towards a better understanding of these i
sues.

To calculate the spectrum we have used the lower bou
value for g, a pump wavelength of 0.85mm with a 56%
photon injection efficiency in the disk. Fig. 12~b! shows a
log plot of Pout vs Pex for resonances~4,1!, ~5,1!, and~6,1!.
Below threshold resonance~4,1! has the highest power due
to the greater contribution from spontaneous emission.
Pex50.072 mW resonance~5,1! starts lasing, clamping the

carrier density atnth'6.7831018 cm23. A large discrepancy
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in threshold power as compared to the experimental resul
Fig. 12~a! is a consequence of an overestimated pump e
ciency and the absence of nonradiative processes and/or
tering losses in the model.

To calculate the spectrum we have assumed a Lorentz
line shape for the resonances

P~E,Pp!5 (
M54

6
@\vM ,1/2QM ,1~Pp!#

2PM~Pp!

~E2\vM ,1!
21@\vM ,1/2QM ,1~Pp!#

2 .

~23!

To this we add the calculated spontaneous emission po
obtained at the clamped carrier density value. The sponta
ous emission power output is given byPsp(v)5Rsp

n5neff(v)
3(VDv)\v whereDv accounts for a 5 nmspectral resolu-
tion aroundv. Figure 13 shows the calculated spectrum
Pex50.08 mW with the spontaneous emission reduced b
factor 4 to account for limitations in the detection optica
system. The observed absence of mode~6,1!, the relationship
between resonance~4,1!, ~5,1!, and the shape of the spectrum
background show good agreement with the experimen
data.

Our approach to modeling microdisk lasers includes t
most important aspects of the physics determining dev
behavior. However, it is possible to construct improved b
necessarily more complex models. An exact numerical c
culation of the three-dimensional problem would allow a be
ter estimate of the cavityQ. The antenna emission of such
system could give us a better description of the free-spa
distribution. Finally photon reabsorption and photon recirc
lation would have to be included to renormalize the spect
dependent carrier generation rate. Finally, we believe
narrowing of resonance~4,1! depends critically on the gain
curve for energies between laser wavelength and band g
In this region a better determination of the intraband rela
ation time and its effect on renormalizing the electron ba
structure may be necessary to describe the available g

FIG. 13. Calculated spectrum atPex50.08 mW. The absence of resonanc
~6,1!, the relationship between resonance~4,1!, ~5,1!, and the shape of the
spectrum background show a great agreement with the experiment.
above threshold in this spectrally narrow transparent regio
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SUMMARY

In summary, conformal mapping used to determine th
radial and azimuthal eigenvalues and eigenvectors of leak
optical resonances present in dielectric microdisks appears
apply equally well to semiconductor microdisk lasers. A
quantitative model to account for the presence of gain an
loss in the microdisk describes reasonably well the dynam
dependence of output power and pump power, as well as t
measured laser spectrum.
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APPENDIX

From Snyder and Love,

C~j!5
uAi @Dexp~2p i /3!#22

4puDu1/2
, ~A1!

where Ai(z) is the Airy function and

D[$cos2 jc2cos2@j~M !#%

3$~vneff
TE~TM!/c!R/2 sin2@j~M !#%2/3. ~A2!

For largeM ’s, under the whispering gallery mode approxi-
mationj(M )5(M21)p/2M , vM ,N5xM

N c/neffR. D reduces
to

D→@cos2 jc#~xM
1 /2!2/3. ~A3!

The Airy function Ai(z) can be written in terms of modified
Bessel functions such as Ai(z)5p21Az/3K1/3(

2
3z
3/2),21 that

for large z has the asymptotic behaviorK1/3(z)
→Ap/2zexp(2z).22

SinceD@1, then

C~j!→exp~2 4
3 D3/2!5exp@2 2

3xM
1 cos2 jc#, ~A4!

and forj(M )@jc , T(j)5C(j), we obtain

TM5exp@2~2pRneff /l!~2/3!cos3 jc#. ~A5!
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